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Is there a business near you that you can’t imagine life without? Local businesses have an endearing 
way of creeping into our hearts. Whether it is the bakery with the best macaroons for 1000 kms or the 
interior designer who seems to read your mind, some small businesses are just, well, special. 
And once we love a local business, we love nothing more than to spread the good news.

Santam is acutely aware of how important businesses are, not only to individuals, but the continent at 
large. They boost economic growth, create jobs and improve the standard of living in many communities. 
As South Africa’s largest general insurer, we provide risk management solutions for thousands of 
commercial businesses across a variety of industries. We are in awe of the contribution they make to our 
country. And we’re passionate about partnering with them to manage the inherent risks associated with 
running a business to ensure they continue to thrive in a turbulent economic climate. 

With the Most Loved Local iniative, we set out to find the 12 Most Loved Local businesses in South 
Africa. We surveyed South Africans to identify their top choice across 12 business categories, namely: 
Place to Stay, Eatery, Butcher, Bakery, Spa, Entertainment Spot, Gym, Interior Designer, Market, Dry 
Cleaner, Car Wash and Construction Company. We also delved deeply into what it takes for a business to 
turn its customers into fans. 

We had a few goals when embarking on the Most Loved Local initiative. Firstly, we wanted to share the 
good news about the businesses that are really getting it right. Secondly, we wanted to provide existing 
businesses with practical insights on what they should be doing to make their customers their biggest 
supporters. Lastly, we wanted to encourage South Africans to choose local.  

This report celebrates South Africa’s Most Loved Local businesses. We truly hope that the insights and 
anecdotes will add value to all business owners and help them spearhead their businesses to even 
greater success!
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Research Methodology
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We took a five-step approach in our research for this report: 

Demographics: Group profile (2489 Respondents)

Organic search analysis
We used organic search on a predetermined list of business categories to assess which categories had the most 
traction within the Search Engine Results Pages (SERPS) and to start collating a list of potential commercial entities 
related to each category. 

Keyword volume analysis
Keyword research was conducted into the identified business categories and businesses, sorted by search volumes. 
It was at this stage that we narrowed down our list of businesses to 30 per category.

Trend analysis
We then used Google Trends to ascertain if a pre-identified business category was growing in popularity or undergoing 
a decline. We analysed related queries to the categories that may contain additional businesses to include on our list 
and we measured interest around the current list of commercial entities. This data was then broken down by province 
and city – once again, dependent on whether there was enough data on Google Trends to provide a report. 

Social listening
Once we had a long list of businesses, we vetted each business based on 12 months’ worth of historical data. Input 
sources included all online mentions across web and social channels. Our key focus during this step was to rank 
the commercial entities per category based on South African consumer sentiment. Our final list of businesses was 
based on both positive sentiment and volume of conversation. At this stage we were able to shortlist 10 businesses 
per agreed category based on volume and sentiment of online conversation, which informed the traditional research 
survey questionnaire.

Gender:Province:

Province allocation applies to all categories except: 

FOOD MARKET - Only Gauteng and Western Cape
BEAUTY SPA - Only Gauteng, Western Cape and KwaZula-Natal
DRY CLEANERS - Only Gauteng, Western Cape and KwaZula-Natal
CAR WASH - Only Gauteng and Western Cape
CONSTRUCTION - Only Gauteng and Western Cape

GAU

WC

NC

LIMP

NWP

FS

MPU

EC

KZN

42%

21%

2%

4%

4%

4%

5%

6%

14%

47% 53%

Traditional research survey
For the traditional research survey, we were able to gain sufficient data to unpack insights on a national and regional 
level. For this, we commissioned Arthur Goldstuck and his research team at World Wide Worx to conduct research 
among 2489 respondents across the country. This was done with the assistance of a chatbot platform via Facebook 
Messenger, which meant that the survey could reach most South African consumers living in cities. We asked 
participants what makes them love a local business and what turns them off. We also asked them to vote for a winner 
from the shortlisted candidates per category. 

Note: The sample sizes per province are nationally representative, aligned to the economically active population per province. Also note, totals 
do not always add up to 100%, due to rounding up or down of sub-totals to make up whole numbers. 2



Panel of experts

Gerald van Wyk 
Santam

Arthur Goldstuck
World Wide Worx

Gerald is the Head of Business & Market Development for Santam 
where he is responsible for identifying and driving targeted growth 
opportunities in its Commercial & Personal Business. He is also 
responsible for developing new market opportunities and acting 
as Santam’s representative across a number of key stakeholder 
relationships.

Gerald re-joined Santam in 2018 after a previous association with the 
insurer as a relationship manager and regional manager from Gauteng 
West & the Vaal region.

He holds a B.Com in Risk Management from Unisa, with extensive 
experience in the short-term insurance industry. He is also a past 
president and former executive council member of the Insurance 
Institute of Gauteng (IIG).

Arthur is an award-winning writer, analyst and technology 
commentator. A winner of SA’s Distinguished Service in ICT Award, 
he is the author of 19 books and editor-in-chief of South Africa’s 
longest-running online consumer technology magazine, Gadget.co.za. 
He also writes a weekly tech trends column for the Sunday Times, 
South Africa’s largest-circulation newspaper, and a weekly consumer 
technology feature for The Citizen.
 
He is the founder of World Wide Worx, leaders in groundbreaking 
market research. He presents his insights to audiences across the 
globe. The company won the Business-to-Business Marketing category 
at the Sabre Awards 2019 for its research on behalf of clients.
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SECTION 1

THE MOST LOVED 
LOCAL BUSINESSES IN 

SOUTH AFRICA
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Presenting South Africa’s Most Loved Local 
businesses across 12 categories

Chapmans Peak Hotel

Fournos

Dream Body Fitness

Exclusive Dry Cleaners

Bryanston Organic & 
Natural Market

Radon Projects

By Dezign Interiors

Tubbs’s Car Wash

Place to Stay

Bakery

Gym

Dry Cleaners

Market

Construction Company

Interior Designer

Car Wash

The Butcher Man

Gold Reef City

Butcher

Entertainment Spot

Marble Restaurant

Rouge Day Spa

Eatery

Spa
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GREENPOINT

LLANDUDNO

GRASSY PARK

MITCHELL’S PLAIN

PHILIPPI

OTTERY

HOUTBAY

DELFT

KUILSRIVER

BRACKENFELL

BELVILLE

KRAAIFONTEIN

BLUE DOWNS

EERSTE RIVER

KHAYELITSHA

MACASSAR

SOMERSET WEST

STRAND

MILNERTON

DURBANVILLE

CENTURY CITY

STELLENBOSCH

RONDEBOSCH

GOODWOOD

MUIZENBERG
STRANFONTEIN

NOORDHOEK

CLAREMONT

WYNBERG

CONSTANTIA

VAL DE VIE
WINELANDS

LIFESTYLE ESTATEKLAPMUTS
BLOUBERGSTRAND

TABLEVIEW

KENILWORTH

OBSERVATORY

CAPE TOWN

THE BUTCHER MAN

ROUGE
DAY SPA

CHAPMANS
PEAK HOTEL

ROODEPORT

BRYANSTON

NORTHCLIFF

CRESTA

FAIRLAND

RANDBURG
RIDGE

LINDEN

ROSEBANK

ALEXANDRA

GREENSTONE HILL

KEMPTON PARK

MIDRAND

FOURWAYS

BEYERS PARK

BOKSBURG

GEMISTON

ROSETTENVILLE

SEBENZA

FLORIDA

KRUGERSDORP

JET PARK

ISANDO

PRIMROSE

BEDFORDVIEW

PARKTOWN

DIEPKLOOF

SANDTON

BLAIRGOWRIE

JOHANNESBURG

TUBBS’S
CAR WASH

DREAM
BODY FITNESS

FOURNOS 
(ORIGINAL BRANCH)

MARBLE
RESTAURANT

BY DEZIGN INTERIORS

EXCLUSIVE 
DRY CLEANERS

BRYANSTON ORGANIC
& NATURAL MARKET

GOLD REEF CITY

SILVERTON

SUNNYSIDE

LYNNWOOD
MENLO PARK

EQUESTRIA

LOMBARDY
ESTATE

SILVER LAKES
GOLF ESTATE

MENLYN
WATERKLOOF

GROENKLOOF

WOODHILL
GOLF ESTATE

ERASMUSKLOOF

ELANDUSPARK

CLUBVIEW

LYTTELTON

CENTURIAN
GOLF ESTATE

IRENE FARM
VILLAGES

MAMELODI

FAERIE GLEN

GARSFONTEIN

MORELETAPARK

ELDORAIGNE
DIE HOEWES

WIERDAPARK
CENTURIAN

LAUDIUM

LYTTELTON
MANOR

PRETORIA RADON PROJECTS
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Chapmans Peak Hotel 
Cape Town

Most Loved Local Place to Stay

Beating all its competitors by a leading margin, 23% of the survey respondents confirmed that 
Chapmans Peak Hotel is their Most Loved Local place to stay in a category that included boutique 
hotels, B&Bs and other local accommodation spots. 

Known by locals as “Chappies”, the Chapmans Peak Hotel has been a firm favourite place to stay 
since laying its foundations in the 19th century. Location certainly is “lekker” at this Most Loved 
Local, which is perched on the slopes at the start of Chapman’s Peak Drive, overlooking the Hout Bay 
valley and long stretch of beach and colourful harbour. As a place to stay, it offers old-school charm, 
new world quirks and modern amenities (we also hear that calamari on the hotel’s restaurant deck 
is tops!).
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Fan Reviews

“Such a beautiful hotel, 
location, decor, everything was 
stunning. The food at the hotel 

was amazing! Thank you for 
the awesome time and we will 

definitely return!” 
- Wotif.com

“Chapman’s Peak Hotel is an 
old hotel with a lovely view of 

Hout Bay. I visited here two 
years ago and after having 

their calamari I couldn’t eat 
it anywhere else. It did not 

disappoint.” 

- Wotif.com

“I booked a sea-view room with an amazing view of Hout Bay. I could 
enjoy the view from inside the bedroom or on the balcony. It was 

absolutely stunning.” 

- Booking.com

HOW DOES IT FEEL TO BE A MOST LOVED 
LOCAL BUSINESS? 

“It’s a wonderful surprise. When 
something like this happens you 
know you’re still doing something 
right. It’s a real pat on the back for 
our staff and they can all feel part 
of the reason why we’re a Most 
Loved Local.”

www.chapmanspeakhotel.co.za Chapmans Peak Dr, Hout Bay,
Western Cape, 7806

@chapmanspeakhotel
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Most Loved Local Eatery
Let’s face it. South Africans love food. So in a country with such a foodie culture, it’s no surprise that 
this category was very close when it came to landing a winner. At the end of the day, 13% of the survey 
respondents agreed that Marble was their number one Most Loved Local eatery. 

This Most Loved Local live-fire gem in Rosebank is a hot spot for showing off South African cuisine.  
From daytime cocktails with views over Jozi to nights spent in cosy booths, this eatery is known 
for its Insta-perfect dishes and happy faces. The atmosphere is as warm as the wood-fire grill, 
the centerpiece of the restaurant. And, while the menu changes often, Marble fans’ love for the 
restaurant never wavers. 

Marble Restaurant
Johannesburg
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“Went for a work 
dinner last night and 
I must say, the venue 

is luxurious, the 
food: divine. They pay 

attention to detail.”  
- Facebook

“The food was 5 star: the oysters are 
to die for and our steaks were perfect. 

Start to finish the most wonderful dining 
experience with the best, attentive staff 

we have had the pleasure of dealing with 
locally.” 

- Zomato

“Book a spot by the window during lunch-time, where views of the city, 
all the way to Magaliesburg, can be enjoyed while tucking into dishes 

such as the perfectly prepared rib-eye with bone marrow, or lamb 
cutlets with chimichurri.” 

- Wallpaper

HOW DOES IT FEEL TO BE A MOST LOVED 
LOCAL BUSINESS? 

“We’re grateful that the public 
loves it as much as we do. The 
biggest accolade is the one you 
get when you’re judged by the 
public and that’s all we could 
ever want.”

https://marble.restaurant/ Trumpet on Keyes Corner, 19 Keyes 
and Jellicoe Avenue, Rosebank, 

Johannesburg, 2196

@marble_sa
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The Butcher Man 
Cape Town

Most Loved Local Butcher
South Africans don’t shy away from meat. We love it in a stew, made into biltong or chargrilled on a 
braai. This category showed that fans are passionate about supporting their best suppliers. It was 
very close, but in the end 20% of the survey respondents agreed The Butcher Man is SA’s Most Loved 
Local of all the butcheries and meat markets. 

Well-loved since 2013, this is a place where the love for quality meat, seasoned with years of 
experience in the meat industry is a recipe for the best of the best. Set on a busy road in Green Point, 
it’s known for its range of ready-to-go meat cuts and moreish biltong. And if you plan on making a 
meal of it, you can sit down in this trendy butchery for a saucy burger and enjoy it with a glass of 
award-winning wine. 
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“Just love this place. The 
guy running it has excellent 

knowledge in meat and is really 
helpful and friendly.” 

- TripAdvisor

“Consistently top quality 
fresh meat, well priced, cut 
as you like it. Great biltong. 
Burgers to eat in, also very 

good.” 
- TripAdvisor

“It’s pretty no frills… it’s all about the meat. It’s a butcher shop as 
well as a little restaurant.” 

- Booking.com

HOW DOES IT FEEL TO BE A MOST LOVED 
LOCAL BUSINESS? 

“It’s a real honour. It says so much 
about the experience we offer. 
This accolade just shows where 
we have come from and what we 
have achieved as a team.”

http://www.thebutcherman.co.za/  105 Main Rd, Green Point, 
Cape Town, 8005

@thebutchermancpt
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Fournos Bakery
Johannesburg

Most Loved Local Bakery
From the family-owned corner bakery, to the trendy bagel hangout in your local shopping center, this 
category is home to South Africa’s Most Loved Local bakeries. And just like the irresistible smell of 
fresh bread, 24% of South African survey respondents couldn’t resist voting Fournos as their Most 
Loved Local bakery. 

“It never lets me down and neither do the chocolate croissants.” That quote from a happy customer 
sums up Fournos in one tasty bite. The word Fournos conjures up images of freshly baked bread, 
sandwiches and sugar-filled goodies. This selection is lined up and ready to be snapped up in 
brown paper bags and enjoyed for dinners, lunches and well... anytime! It’s a true institution that’s 
synonymous with food-laden satisfaction, prepared fresh and enjoyed daily. It’s no wonder Fournos’ 
motto is ‘Family, Friends’. In fact, this Most Loved Local is so popular, they have opened up more 
branches in Johannesburg and Pretoria.
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FAN REVIEWS

“You can run in, take a quick 
look around and then pick up 

a container and pick up almost 
anything you would like. Petit 

Fours that are to die for!!” 
- TripAdvisor

“I love their buffet and good 
service. It’s always nice to sit 
down and enjoy your meal but 

when you have deadlines, want 
something on the go or if you are 
being antisocial, this is definitely 

your go-to spot.” 
- Zomato

“This is my go-to bakery, no matter where I am in Joburg. Friendly 
staff and great atmosphere for lunch. It never lets me down and 

neither do the chocolate croissants.” 
- Zomato

HOW DOES IT FEEL TO BE A MOST LOVED 
LOCAL BUSINESS? 

“I am very excited and humbled. 
It’s an honour. It’s not a panel of 
critics, it’s our customers who 
have voted for us which tells us 
we’re doing something right. It’s 
a great validation and celebration 
for us as we are about to hit our 
30th birthday.”

https://www.fournos.co.za/ Multiple locations. 
View map to find your closest one.

@fournosbakery
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Rouge Day Spa 
Cape Town

Most Loved Local Spa
South Africans are hard workers, but we also like to kick back and relax when the time is right. 
In a category made up of hideaways for rest, relaxation and recuperation, 19,1% of survey respondents 
voted that the Mother City’s Rouge Day Spa was their Most Loved Local retreat when it came 
to pampering. 

The Rouge Day Spa offers a familiar and warm atmosphere balanced with the right amount of luxury. 
They’ve got everything a spa should have, and their staff are known to always go above and beyond 
with their personalised treatments. On the menu is everything from ladies’ pamper parties to quick 
after-work manis and indulgent foot massages. So, with their top-notch treatments, accessibility and 
affordability, it’s no surprise they’ve gained a loyal fan base at both their Kenilworth and Constantia 
branches. 
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“I have been coming to Rouge 
Day Spa for close to 2 years 
now and I can honestly say 

they are one of the best spas 
I have ever come to.” 

- Mom Diaries

“I visited today for the first time 
as a walk-in. My feet were in sad 

shape, but the therapist took 
awesome care of me. I would 
highly recommend Rouge Day 

Spa.” 
- Facebook

“Lovely homey spa offering a range of services. Massages are great 
and well-priced. Lovely staff. I’ve enjoyed many massages and several 

pedicures at Rouge Day Spa. Have always had a great time there.”  
- TripAdvisor

HOW DOES IT FEEL TO BE A MOST LOVED 
LOCAL BUSINESS? 

“We love our business and we’re 
very passionate about it. It’s the 
peace that we offer here that 
makes us loved. We’re very proud 
of that honour.”

www.rougespa.co.za 7 Gibson Rd, Kenilworth, 
Cape Town, 7708

@rougedayspa
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Gold Reef City 
Johannesburg

Most Loved Local Entertainment Spot

SA is a melting pot of cultures, history and creativity. This category includes places that bring all of 
those elements to life, like amusement parks, theatres, museums and art exhibitions. Coming out 
tops as SA’s Most Loved Local with a resounding win (46%) was Gold Reef City. 

What’s more fitting than an entertainment park on the grounds of what used to be a gold mine in the 
City of Gold? Picture 12 hectares of adrenaline and entertainment in the form of a casino complex, 
theatres and movie houses, a bowling alley, rides AND restaurants for the whole family. That’s what 
Gold Reef City offers. There’s also an underground mine tour which gives you a taste of some of 
Jozi’s history to balance the thrills of the theme park. 
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“Always exciting to visit Gold 
Reef City. So much fun, so much 
to enjoy whether or not you go 
on the rides, there is the movie 
theatre, bowling alley, casino, 
lots of restaurants and sites 

to see.” 
- TripAdvisor

“I am beginning to 
understand that Gold Reef 
City really is a “city” within 
the City of Joburg. It really 

does have an enormous 
variety of events on offer 

with a very specific focus on 
family entertainment.”  

- Wotif.com

“The Anaconda is made just for the adrenaline junky – I’ll say no more.”
- Joburg.co.za

HOW DOES IT FEEL TO BE A MOST LOVED 
LOCAL BUSINESS? 

“We are very proud. It’s a 
wonderful achievement and 
really humbling for us as an 
entertainment park. It gives us 
a sense of pride to know that 
our work has been fruitful and 
impactful.”

www.tsogosun.com/gold-reef-city-casino Northern Parkway & Data Cres, 
Johannesburg, 2159

@goldreefcitysa
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Dream Body Fitness 
Johannesburg

Most Loved Local Gym
Many South Africans live active lifestyles and prioritise ways to keep fit. But finding a spot that gives 
you the freedom and sense of acceptance to do it isn’t always easy. With a winning vote of 26% from 
survey respondents in the category of neighbourhood gyms and fitness studios, it’s clear that Dream 
Body Fitness is a Most Loved Local spot that’s getting it right. 

Locals say that Dream Body Fitness has fostered a “fitness family” of like-minded people who put 
health (and happiness) first. The team is supportive and accepting of whoever walks through the 
doors and the atmosphere’s always buzzing. Here, visitors can also make use of the beautician, 
biokineticist, cafe, classes and more! As this Most Loved Local has grown in popularity, it now has 
two studios - in Woodlands and Sunninghill - both of which uphold its reputation for being skilled at 
offering fitness programmes that train both body and mind. 
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“For someone that 
has hated gym most of 
my life and has never 
being athletic. I can 

barely walk today after 
training, and yet can’t 

wait to go back.”
- Hey Gyms

“Amazing space... literally changed 
my life. Feels like a home gym. The 

first place that ever really cared. 
I’ve had multiple gym contracts in 
my life. This is the first I’ve stuck 

to! Almost 30kg lost and never felt 
stronger and better about myself!” 

- Facebook

“The staff here are extremely helpful and friendly!!!! I have only been 
a member of the gym for 6 weeks and I recommend it to everyone 
that’s around the area. My weekly weigh-ins keep me in check and 

motivated....I don’t see myself joining another gym again!”  
- Facebook

HOW DOES IT FEEL TO BE A MOST LOVED 
LOCAL BUSINESS? 

“This reinforces that everything 
you do and put in, you get back 
tenfold. It’s great recognition and 
it keeps us going.”

www.dreambodyfitness.co.za The Core Centre, Kikuyu Rd & Leeuwkop 
Road, Sunninghill, Johannesburg, 2157

@dreambodyfitness_sa
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By Dezign Interiors 
Johannesburg

Most Loved Local Interior Designer

Our country’s artistic flair has many influences and expressions, but bringing our tastes to life in 
our personal spaces takes a special talent. In the category of the country’s Most Loved Local interior 
designers, 23% of South African survey respondents agreed that they back By Dezign Interiors.

A Most Loved Local whose services span from conceptualisation and flooring to bedding and lighting, 
By Dezign Interiors is known to keep things functional while always finding a way to add a touch of 
class and warmth. They’re an awarded team based in Parktown North, but their work has brought 
sleek sophistication to homes, offices and hospitality spaces across the country. 
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“What I love most about Claire has been 
her ability to get to understand me as 

the years have passed! The end result: a 
happy person in a home to be proud of!” 

- Houzz

“Always focused on 
turning modern decor 

into comfortable, 
luxurious living.” 

- Block and Chisel

“I have used Claire twice to totally revamp my house from design ideas 
in a renovation to another soft furnishings update and all I can say 

is ‘she just gets it right’. Her taste, resourcefulness, availability and 
flexibility were all worthy of the numerous recommendations I have 

given. A real creative star.” 
- Houzz

HOW DOES IT FEEL TO BE A MOST LOVED 
LOCAL BUSINESS? 

“It’s a lovely surprise, one that’s 
very humbling. I am very proud of 
it, it’s a wonderful thing!”

www.bydezign.co.za 39 12th Ave, Johannesburg, 2193 @ByDezignInteriors
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Bryanston Organic 
& Natural Market 

Johannesburg

Most Loved Local Market
This category was made up of fresh produce stores and neighbourhood farmers’ stalls. Competition 
was tough as South Africans are known to enjoy meandering around a market; whether just browsing 
for a Sunday snack or to stock up on organic greens. In the end, Bryanston Organic & Natural Market 
came out tops (19%).

Bryanston Organic & Natural Market is an eco-conscious market with a colourful history that spans 
more than 40 years. There’s a huge variety on offer, complemented by an inherent sense of intimacy 
and community. Food from local vendors is not the only thing that draws people in; there’s a selection 
of homemade crafts and artisanal wares, health and wellness products, clothes, accessories, 
jewellery and more. With not a preservative, additive or colourant in sight, locals know they’re getting 
the real deal when they stop by the Bryanston Organic & Natural Market, which remains focused on 
the conscious production of all their fresh produce and baked goods. 
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FAN REVIEWS

“Fantastic place to stock up 
on the most amazing fresh 
produce, baked goods and 

all other divine edibles and 
drinkables! Best way to spend 

a Saturday morning.”
- Facebook

“What a fantastic spot; loved 
every moment of it; the food 

was amazing the friendliness of 
everyone was outstanding, love 

the concept. It was awesome and 
well worth the visit.”  

- TripAdvisor

“Location is great and has a wonderful atmosphere... less hipster, 
more foodie. There is literally something for everyone.” 

- Eat Out

HOW DOES IT FEEL TO BE A MOST LOVED 
LOCAL BUSINESS? 

“I am excited. We support 140 
entrepreneurs so this means a lot 
for them. We are very passionate 
about what we do and this is a 
wonderful accolade.”

www.bryanstonorganicmarket.co.za 40 Culross Rd, Bryanston, 
Sandton, 2191

@bryanstonorganicmarket_
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Exclusive Dry Cleaners 
Johannesburg

Most Loved Local Dry Cleaners
Dry cleaners are often entrusted with important garments used at special milestones like weddings, 
graduations and birthday celebrations. So it’s a given that the winner in this category would be the 
ultimate example of reliability. Streaks ahead of the others with a solid winning vote amongst 30% 
of respondents was Exclusive Dry Cleaners. 

What started as a small new business in 1981 has grown into a nationally respected institution with 60 
staff members. With the original father-son team at the helm, this family-owned business has earned a 
reputation for top-notch quality and cutting-edge dry cleaning and laundry technology. 
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“One of the best 
in the industry.” 

- Wotif.com

“Great service and their job 
is worth the money you pay.”

- Google Reviews

“It is generally difficult to find a Dry Cleaner that will deliver great 
service consistently. For a couple of years, they’ve been cleaning my 

suits and shirts and I have never been disappointed.” 
- Yowsit.com

HOW DOES IT FEEL TO BE A MOST LOVED 
LOCAL BUSINESS? 

“It’s wonderful and it validates why 
we do what we do and the way we 
do it. When we get acknowledged, 
it motivates us to keep going and 
continue giving our customers the 
best and most exclusive service.”

exclusivedc.co.za 33 Baker St, Rosebank, Johannesburg, 2196
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Most Loved Local Car Wash

Taking pride in (and care of) our wheels is a big part of South African culture, as is creating a sense 
of shared community. So it’s no surprise that the winner amongst 25% of survey respondents in the 
Most Loved Local car wash category was a place that gives people the opportunity to do both.  

Tubbs’s is so much more than a car wash. 183 Corlette Drive is a place where locals can hang out, 
connect, catch up and kick back. At Tubbs’s Car Wash, you can dig into freshly grilled meats, get a 
haircut and enjoy live and local music. Oh yes, and you can get your car washed, of course! In fact 
some of  Jozi’s finest wheels are known to pop in here for a soak and polish as crowds of admirers 
look on. Tubbs’s brings back the true experience of the old-school car wash, where people come first 
and petrol comes second. 

Tubbs’s Car Wash
Johannesburg
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“The best car wash, especially 
because I also get to cut my hair.” 

- Facebook

“Your car gets washed while you 
enjoy good food and music.” 

- Facebook

“That T-bone steak at Tubbs’s Car Wash was tops!” 
- Instagram

HOW DOES IT FEEL TO BE A MOST LOVED 
LOCAL BUSINESS? 

“It came as a shock. It’s a good 
feeling, I really appreciate the 
fact that people show love and we 
show them love back.”

183 Corlett Dr, Bramley, Johannesburg, 2018 @tubbscarwash
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Most Loved Local Construction Company

Construction isn’t necessarily a “flashy” topic, but it’s the companies in this category that we trust to 
build our homes, schools and cities, meaning that they’re hugely important to every South African. 
27% of survey respondents voted for Radon Projects as the Most Loved Local construction company.  

As a group of civil engineers and building contractors, Radon Projects offers the whole package when 
it comes to building - from intricate planning and painting to from-the-ground-up project roll out. 
Locals who know them know that they put clients first, build and inspire their own team and offer 
value for money in an economy where people need it most. Since laying their foundations in 1990, 
they have remained committed to quality, sustainability and safety.

Radon Projects
Pretoria
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FAN REVIEWS

HOW DOES IT FEEL TO BE A MOST LOVED 
LOCAL BUSINESS? 

“It’s a big accomplishment for us. 
Any business strives for the public 
to recognise them in that way. It 
means we’re doing something 
right and keeping customers 
happy.”

www.radon.co.za 3 Havelock Rd, Willow Park 
Manor, Pretoria, 0184

@RadonProjects

“Well run company, excellent 
workmanship, clean yard and 

well stored equipment.”  
- Facebook

“We were satisfied with the end 
product and would certainly 
recommend them in future.” 

- CES Projects

“Radon Projects went beyond the proverbial mile to accommodate the 
hospital and deliver a very good project.” 

- Patha Project Management
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SECTION 2

ALL THE MOST LOVED 
LOCAL BUSINESSES 

BY CATEGORY
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Entertainment Spot

Place to Stay

SA’s Most Loved Local Place to Stay

SA’s Most Loved Local Entertainment Spot

23%

46%

18%

8%

6%
6%

5%

2%

2%

2%

2%

2%

13%

12%

3%

5%

5%

5%

6%

10%

10%

9%

Chapmans Peak Hotel

Gold Reef City

Cradle Boutique Hotel

Durban Fun World

Black Rhino Game Lodge

Mountain Sanctuary

Other

Butterfly World

Gooderson Beach Hotel

Mini Town Durban

Mjejane River Lodge

Sand Du Plessis Theatre

The Silo

Other

Tembe Elephant Park

Acrobranch

PheZula Safari Park

Cedar Junction

Gondwana Reserve

Zeitz MOCAA

Premier Hotel Pretoria

Cradle of Humankind

Winner
Chapmans Peak Hotel

Winner 
Gold Reef City

NOTE: Totals do not always add up to 100%, due to rounding up or down of sub-totals to make up whole numbers.

NOTE: Totals do not always add up to 100%, due to rounding up or down of sub-totals to make up whole numbers.
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Butcher

Beauty Spa

SA’s Most Loved Local Butcher

SA’s Most Loved Local Spa

20%

18%

17%

11%

8%

8%

6%

5%

4% 

2%

1%

Good Hope Meat Hyper

Ideal Butchery

Sloane Meat Market

Star Meats

The Butcher Man

Braeside Butchery

Jolly Meats

Moishes Butchery

Meat on Grant

Other

Excellent Meat Market

Winner 
The Butcher Man

Other

Rouge Day Spa

Zau Spa

Spa de la Veille

Bunga Spa

Aronia Day Spa

Mowana Spa

24%

19,1%

19%

16%

10%

6%

5%

Winner
Rouge Day Spa

NOTE: Totals do not always add up to 100%, due to rounding up or down of sub-totals to make up whole numbers.

NOTE: Totals do not always add up to 100%, due to rounding up or down of sub-totals to make up whole numbers.
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Eatery

Gym

SA’s Most Loved Local Eatery

SA’s Most Loved Local Gym

Dream Body Fitness

The Kids Gym

Wayne’s Gym

Get Fit Gym

Ignite Fitness

Tempe Gym

Hubba Fitness

BDA Gym

Other

Sweat 100

Viva Gym

26%

17%

15%

2%

2%

1%

6%

6%

7%

9%

9%

Bellevue Cafe

Martins

Saigon Suzy 

Antique Cafe

Marble Restaurant

Kloof Street House

La Boqueria

Jason Bakery

Other

Beluga

44 Stanley

12%

12%

11%

11%

10%

10%

13%

8%

8%

3%

3%

Winner 
Marble Restaurant

Winner 
Dream Body FitnessOther

NOTE: Totals do not always add up to 100%, due to rounding up or down of sub-totals to make up whole numbers.

NOTE: Totals do not always add up to 100%, due to rounding up or down of sub-totals to make up whole numbers.
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Interior Designer

Bakery

SA’s Most Loved Local Bakery

SA’s Most Loved Local Interior Designer

23%

6%

6%

6%

6%

5%

5%

9%

10%

8%

17%

By Dezign Interiors

Redesign Interiors

Imagenius Interiors

Norick Interiors

Upstart Office

John Jacob Interiors

Carne Interiors

Aura Interiors

Liam Mooney Studio

Other

Karen Roberts

Winner 
Fournos Bakery

Winner 
By Dezign Interiors

9%

16%

19%

24%

4%

4%

4%

5%

5%

5%

5%

Charly’s Bakery

The Velvet Cake Co.

Fournos Bakery

Classic Bakery

Vovo Telo

Oven Delights

Jason Bakery

Limnos Bakery

Cakes for Africa

Other

Tessa’s Bakery

NOTE: Totals do not always add up to 100%, due to rounding up or down of sub-totals to make up whole numbers.

NOTE: Totals do not always add up to 100%, due to rounding up or down of sub-totals to make up whole numbers.
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Dry Cleaner

Market

SA’s Most Loved Local Dry Cleaners

SA’s Most Loved Local Market

 Other

I Love My Laundry

Spotless Dry Cleaners 

Northern Cleaners

Green Planet Laundry

Exclusive Dry Cleaners 30%

10%

33%

5%

11%

11%

Lourensford Market

Bryanston Organic Market

Pretoria Banting Market

Oranjezicht Farm Market

Bay Harbour Market

Other

10%

12%

36%

5%

19%

18%

Winner
Exclusive Dry Cleaner

Winner 
Bryanston Organic Market

Other

NOTE: Totals do not always add up to 100%, due to rounding up or down of sub-totals to make up whole numbers.

NOTE: Totals do not always add up to 100%, due to rounding up or down of sub-totals to make up whole numbers.
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SA’s Most Loved Local Car Wash

Tubbs Car Wash

Joe Soap

Thunder Brothers 
Car Wash

Other

25%

16%

10%

50%

Radon Projects

Good Hope 
Construction

Blackland 
Industries

Other

27%

20%

6%

47%

Construction

Carwash

SA’s Most Loved Local Construction

Winner 
Radon Projects

Winner
Tubbs Car Wash

NOTE: Totals do not always add up to 100%, due to rounding up or down of sub-totals to make up whole numbers.

NOTE: Totals do not always add up to 100%, due to rounding up or down of sub-totals to make up whole numbers.



SECTION 3

The third part of this report surveys South Africans 
to find out what makes them go from being a 
customer to a fan. Our experts also extracted 

valuable insights for businesses to learn from.  

RESEARCH REPORT: 
INSIGHTS INTO HOW A 
BUSINESS BECOMES A 

MOST LOVED LOCAL  
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Summary of findings 

1.  What makes a business a Most Loved Local?

39

Key factors that make a business a Most Loved Local:

1.1 Analysis by Province

Gauteng Limpopo MpumalangaWestern
Cape

Eastern
Cape

Free StateKwaZulu
Natal

Northern
Cape

North West
Province

Good service

Delivery service

Quality products

Convenient 
(close to home)

Fast service

Personal service Shopping environmentValue for money

Extended operating hoursFriendly Staff

40% 18%

2%2%3%3%

8%8%

5%

10%

Insight One: Focus on quality and service
“Consumers selected service as their main criterion and quality as their second. In terms of loyalty, these two stood out far above 
everything else. When we analysed the results by province, we saw the same thing. In some provinces they are swapped around, 
but it was those two factors that came out tops, every time. Entrepreneurs would do well to focus a lot of their energy on these two 
criteria in order to build up a loyal client-base.” - Arthur Goldstuck

Good service is the most important factor in making a (goods/services) business a Most Loved local.

Good service 39% 38% 43% 57% 32% 15% 38% 58% 48%

20% 20% 14% 7% 26% 31% 18% 7% 10%

3% 1% 3% 0% 0% 3% 0% 0% 6%

2% 0% 2% 0% 12% 1% 7% 0% 7%

4% 6% 10% 0% 0% 2% 3% 5% 0%

7% 11% 6% 0% 11% 18% 10% 3% 9%

9% 13% 8% 31% 5% 13% 14% 4% 0%

3% 5% 3% 0% 0% 3% 4% 0% 0%

3% 1% 4% 0% 5% 2% 6% 4% 8%

8% 4% 8% 5% 9% 11% 0% 18% 12%

Delivery service

Quality products

Convenient 
(close to home)

Fast service

Personal service

Shopping 
environment

Value for money

Extended operating 
hours

Friendly Staff

NOTE: Totals do not always add up to 100%, due to rounding up or down of sub-totals to make up whole numbers.

NOTE: Totals do not always add up to 100%, due to rounding up or down of sub-totals to make up whole numbers.



10% 10%
10%

10%

11%

15%

4%

6%

9%

1%3%
3%

6%
6%

12%

Good 
Service

Quality 
Service

Fast 
Service

Delivery 
Service

Friendly
Staff

Personal
Service

Value for
Money

Shopping
Environment

Convenient
(Close to home)

Entended 
Shopping 
Hours

1%

32%

35%

22%

20%

18%

19%

14%

5%

2%

2% 2%

2%
3%

2%
4% 4%

3% 3%

8%
6% 6%

3%
1%

6%

8%
8%

8%
8%

3%

0% 0%

40% 42%

46%

Insight Two: Age Matters

40

1.2 Analysis by Age

“What was really interesting was when we analysed by age, we found that those are still the two key factors, but that quality 
products were additionally highly important to the youngest age group (18-24) and then declined up to the 50-pluses. Good service 
was the opposite; it was the most important to the 50-pluses and then declined by age.

Why is this? I think that the younger you are, the more image and status conscious you are and quality products feed into that, 
whereas the older you are, the more you want to feel valued and acknowledged so good service is critical. You want to feel that 
you’ve chosen the right business to spend your money with.” - Arthur Goldstuck

Insight Three: Gender plays a part
“The other important thing business owners must understand is that there are gender differences to consider. While both men 
and women value good service, men value it more: 36% of men said it’s important vs 26% of women. Going the extra mile is a key 
factor for women (26% said it’s important), but not for men (14%). That tells commercial entities that if they want to win the approval 
and recommendation of women, they have to accommodate them in every way they can and go the extra mile, but good consistent 
service is the key factor for men.” - Arthur Goldstuck

“Take a restaurant for example, the average man is happy if the restaurant delivers on what it promises, serves quality food and 
meets expectations. However, it’s going to seriously impress a woman if a restaurant goes the extra mile to make her something 
special when there’s nothing on the menu she feels like. She’ll more than likely tell her friends.” - Arthur Goldstuck

Good 
Service

41%

19%

3%
5%

8%

2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2%

7%
8%

10% 11%
8%

5%

9%

17%

38%

Quality 
Service

Fast 
Service

Delivery 
Service

Friendly
Staff

Personal
Service

Value for
Money

Shopping
Environment

Convenient
(Close to home)

Entended 
Shopping 
Hours

Total: Male - 1319  Female - 1170

1.3  Analysis by Gender

Male

18 - 24 years

25 - 30 years

31 - 40 years

41 - 50 years

50+ years

Female

NOTE: Totals do not always add up to 100%, due to rounding up or down of sub-totals to make up whole numbers.

NOTE: Totals do not always add up to 100%, due to rounding up or down of sub-totals to make up whole numbers.
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2. What makes you recommend a local spot?
Key factors that make customers recommend their favourite businesses: 

They’re accomodating/always 
going the extra mile 

Personalised 
discounts

Make me feel 
like a local/more 

than a sale 

Insight Four: Show value for money to get referrels
Gerald van Wyk says it is interesting that people are more conscious of value for money when it comes to recommending to other people 
than they are when they are choosing their Most Loved Local business. “Perhaps we are more likely to want to share a good deal with 
others or we are concerned that our friends may consider us exorbitant if we recommend a business that’s costlier. So, it is worth 
ensuring that, in addition to service and quality, your customers feel like they are getting value for the money they spend with you. That 
way, they are more likely to tell family and friends the good news!”

Good service Quality products

Good shopping 
environment

Good value for money

Friendly Staff

31% 17%17%

5% 1%5% 5%

20%

3. What more are you looking for in your local business? 
Key things customers wish businesses would do more of:

21% 14%

10% 10% 7%

24% 15%

Have an app Offer a delivery service

Longer operating hours Personal serviceFriendly staff

Reward me for being 
a local and for coming 
back time after time

Go the extra mile

NOTE: Totals do not always add up to 100%, due to rounding up or down of sub-totals to make up whole numbers.

NOTE: Totals do not always add up to 100%, due to rounding up or down of sub-totals to make up whole numbers.
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4. What puts you off?
Key factors that put customers off businesses:

Insight Five: Benchmark yourself against what the customer wants
“It is a critical piece of marketing intelligence to benchmark yourself against what your customers say they expect, versus what 
you assume they expect. The data clearly shows business owners what is important to their customers. The research paints a clear 
picture of customer priorities and this can be used as a basis for a business plan. Focussing on price over quality and service will 
not build fans.” - Arthur Goldstuck

Gerald van Wyk says business owners should consider building on this research report by polling their own customers to find out 
what they love about a business and what they feel needs work. “Customers love to feel listened to and like their opinion matters. 
Find out what your business can do to turn more of your customers into fans – and ambassadors.”

37%

2%

17%

2%3%4%

8%

7%

12% 8%

Bad service

Closed on a Sunday

Poor quality products

Expensive delivery order

Poor value 
for money

Shopping
environment

(dirty)

Slow service

Unfriendly staff

Impersonal
(I’m just a number)

Inconvenient 
(far from home/work)

NOTE: Totals do not always add up to 100%, due to rounding up or down of sub-totals to make up whole numbers.



Insights summarised

Gerald van Wyk says the reaction from respondents makes it clear that locals do love a local success 
story: “I believe South Africans fully understand and support local businesses. Customers take pride in the 
businesses they support, and this is a great platform for them to say thank you to these businesses. Santam 
is delighted to be in a position to create a platform to celebrate these success stories”.

“Ultimately, if a business is able convert its customers into fans, they are doing something very right. 
This initiative is about capturing the magic of our most successful local businesses and allowing other 
businesses to learn from their successes.”

He said that in addition to the all-important cash flow, marketing and business plans, entrepreneurs should 
consider three key points when starting or growing a business:

1)   Risk planning 
One of the most important considerations for business owners is proper planning. They need to plan for all 
eventualities and have contingencies in place both in business and as an entrepreneur. From an insurance 
perspective, the effects on assets in an unforeseen event (fire or theft) could set you back, however if you 
insure your business appropriately you can navigate setbacks effectively and continue business as usual as 
soon as possible. 

2)   Mentorship
There’s a strong need for mentorship in developing your business. Do you have the right sounding board, 
especially around financial and people management? These issues can affect small enterprises in a big way. 
Mentorship in the entrepreneurial context is important. 

3)   Networking 
This is vital when building a profile for your business. Create opportunities to put your brand out in 
the marketplace by collaborating with other like-minded entrepreneurs and ensuring you build strong 
connections with other professionals.  

Five things businesses should consider around their insurance 
requirements:

Disclosure: Always disclose all material information when taking up insurance. 

Physical assets protection: Consider insuring your assets against physical loss or damage as a result 
of fire, lightning, water damage and other related perils. 

Protect your revenue: Consider insuring against the potential interruption to your business due 
to physical damage to your property or that of your key suppliers and customers that could lead to 
significant loss of revenue or an increase in operating expenses. 

Protect against liability: Consider insuring against possible loss or damage that may result in liability 
towards a third party in the normal cause of operating your business. 

Seek professional risk advice: Consider the services of a duly authorised intermediary to help you 
structure the best possible insurance solution for your business.
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To find out more, visit www.mostlovedlocal.co.za

Santam partners with SMEs to plan for unforeseen events that will help keep your business in business - so your fans 
can keep coming back for more. To find out more, speak to your broker or visit www.santam.co.za

INSIGHT ONE: Focus on quality and service

These two factors outrank price across the board so don’t get caught up thinking price alone is 
what is going to earn you loyalty.

INSIGHT TWO: Age matters

Younger audiences value quality as more important, whereas older ones are more focused on 
service. One size doesn’t fit all – great clues for tailoring your business around individuals. 

INSIGHT THREE: Gender plays a part 

While both men and women value good service, men value it more and women value businesses 
that go the extra mile more than men.

INSIGHT FOUR: Benchmark yourself against what the customer wants

Listen to your customers. As well as learning from this study, set up regular customer polls to 
keep in touch with how they are experiencing your business.

INSIGHT FIVE: Referrals are more likely if value for money is evident

While price shouldn’t be your first or even second key focus, a good deal gets people talking to 
their friends and family, so use deals and discounts to encourage word-of-mouth around your 
business.

Disclaimer: the information contained in this report was compiled using independent research methodologies 
and an independent research house. While Santam facilitated the compilation of this report and offered input 
the group does not take responsibility for the content of the report produced by independent sources.

Santam is an authorised financial services provider (licence number 3416).
 


